
 

 

STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Hawke’s Bay Racing Date: Friday 1st  January, 2016 
Weather: Fine 
Track: Dead (4) upgraded to a Good (3) following Race 3 
Rail: True 
Stewards: N Goodwin (Chairman), B Bateup & L Tidmarsh  
Typist: L Goodwin 

 

GENERAL:  
 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY:  
 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: PRIORITISE, SEYMOUR, LATIN ROSE, MY TOMMY, ARPEGGIO, SPEECH CRAFT, SASANOF’S HERO,  

KEEP US HAPPY. 
Suspensions: Race  2 L Satherley (POLAR SECRET) 

[Rule 638(1)(d)] - Careless riding 400 metres - Suspended 9th January – 16th January 
inclusive (4days) 

Protests: Race   

Fines: Race    

Warnings: Race  2 V Gatu (SEYMOUR) 
[Rule 638(1)(d)] - Shifting ground 800 metres 

Bleeders: Race   

Horse Actions: Race   
 
 

 

Medical Certificates:  

Rider Changes: Race   
 
 

 

Late Scratchings: Race    

 
RACE COMMENTS: 

 Race 1 THORNE GOLDEN WEDDING ANNIVERSARY 2100 

KAKAHU NELL (R Hannam) and CRAFTY LADY (S McKay) were slow to begin. 
OOEE (D MO) blundered shortly after the start. 
RUNNY HONEY (L Hemi) over-raced in the early stages and passing the winning post on the first occasion had to be 
restrained when becoming awkwardly placed on the heels of POWERADE (M Dravitzki). 
EDGE OF GLORY (K Smith) raced keenly in front prior to taking a trail near the 1600 metres. 
BOB VALDEZ (V Gatu) raced wide in the early stages until improving into a leading position near the 1600 metres. 
OOEE raced up onto the heels of EDGE OF GLORY near the 1000 metres and when being shifted out to avoid heels, 
bumped with KAKAHU NELL which resulted in rider R Hannam losing the use of his left iron for several strides. 
After questioning riders Apprentice D Mo was reminded of his obligations when shifting ground. 
L Hemi (RUNNY HONEY) was advised to exercise greater care after bumping with CRAFTY LADY when seeking a run near 
the 500 metres.  
When questioned into the run of KAKAHU NELL rider R Hannam stated the mare maybe better suited to looser footing. 



 

 

A post-race veterinary inspection of KAKAHU NELL failed to reveal any abnormality. 

Race 2 NZB INSURANCE PEARL SERIES RACE 

EM KAY POPS (C Dell) was slow away. 
YODELAY (J Riddell) shifted in abruptly and hampered NEAT AZA PIN (K Smith) shortly after the start. 
TALITA (R Hannam) raced wide until near the 800 metres. 
GARDENIER (J Parkes) had to be steadied going into the first bend when SEYMOUR (V Gatu) shifted in when not clear. After 
questioning riders V Gatu was issued with a warning under [Rule 638(1)9d)] (careless riding). 
Shortly after entering the home straight POLAR SECRET (L Satherley) was angled inwards when not clear of PROMISE TO 
PAY (R Jones) which was checked. Rider L Satherley admitted a subsequent breach of [Rule 638(1)(d)] with her licence to 
ride in races suspended from the conclusion of racing on 8th January up to and including 16th January (4 days). The JCA took 
into account inward movement from GARDENIER when assessing penalty.  
A short distance further POLAR SECRET when being angled out to improve was dictated over extra ground by GARDENIER 
which shifted out, this resulted in CENTILLY (D Mo) which was weakening being hampered. 
NEAT AZA PIN was held up near the 300 metres and had to be angled wide to improve. 
When questioned into the run of GARDENIER rider J Parkes reported that he rode the filly vigorously through the early 
stages to obtain a prominent position and when placed under pressure in the home straight GARDENIER had little left. 
A subsequent veterinary examination of GARDENIER failed to reveal any abnormality. 

Race 3 ROBYN MACTAGGART CUP 

FIVE OFF THE TEE (J Riddell) shifted inwards leaving the barrier hampering SUGGEST GOLD (R Goldsbury) and ROCKY RIDE 
(D Mo) both of which lost ground. 
FEROZ (V Gatu) raced keenly in the early stages and was obliged to make its run three wide rounding the turn. 
DAVEY CROCKETT (L Satherley) was tightened between LA ADELITA (H Tinsley) and FIVE OFF THE TEE when both runners 
shifted ground near the 250 metres. 
A short distance further both FIVE OFF THE TEE and LA ADELITA came together and bumped under hard riding. 
When being corrected FIVE OFF THE TEE shifted out momentarily hampering ROCKY RIDE near the 200 metres. 
FEROZ was inclined to shift inward under pressure over the final stages. 
FIVE OFF THE TEE lost a near hind plate during the running. 

Race 4 STELLA ARTOIS 3YO 1200 

SAVATAG (J Riddell) and LA CASONA (D Mo) came together at the start resulting in LA CASONA settling back. 
LA CASONA raced up onto the heels of O’KNOW (L Hemi) on the home turn and had to be steadied off heels. 
O’KNOW was held up for a short distance entering the home straight. 
O’KNOW hung in under pressure and shifted in hampering LITTLE RIPPER (R Hannam) near the 250 metres prior to being 
straightened. 

Race 5 BEST TRAVEL 1200 

DON’T CHANGE (K Smith), AIRLIE HOUSE (M Dravitzki) and O’REILLY’S GOLD (V Gatu) jostled shortly after the start 
resulting in AIRLIE HOUSE contacting the hind quarters of DON’T CHANGE which became unbalanced. 
GARDONE (D Mo) was slow to begin. 
O’REILLY’S GOLD was obliged to make its run wide rounding the turn. 

Race 6 RUSSELL ROADS CITY OF HASTINGS CUP 

SPEECH CRAFT (D Mo) was restrained to a rearward position shortly after the start. 
CHAMBORD (L Hemi) raced keenly for a short distance near the 1000 metres. 
MAE WEST (R Hannam) was held up through the early stages of the home straight until near the 200 metres. 

Race 7 SHORTY CULLEN MEMORIAL MILE 

CHIC (R Hannam) was slow away. 
BROADWALK (L Hemi) raced three wide without cover throughout. 
SASANOF’S HERO (R Jones) was held up when awkwardly placed in tight quarters passing the 500 metres until gaining clear 
running near the 200 metres. 
BLUE WAGON (L Satherley) had to be straightened near the finish when inclined to shift ground under pressure. 
When questioned into the run of TAVIS STAR, rider D Mo could offer no excuse. 

Race 8 ROGER RUSSELL & CHARLIE KEENAN MEMORIAL 

MYSTERY GIFT (M Ward) and CRAFTY GIRL (R Hannam) were slow to begin. 
ECHEZEAUX (J Parkes) and BLACKMAGICWOMAN (D Mo) came together leaving the barrier. 
BLACKMAGICWOMAN over-raced in the early and middle stages. 
BLACKMAGICWOMAN was held up through the early stages of the home straight and near the 150 metres had to be 
steadied when attempting to improve into a marginal run to the inside of BELLE BOY (J Riddell). 
ECHEZEAUX was inclined to lay in over the final 100 metres. 
When questioned into the run of ECHEZEAUX rider J Parkes reported that in his opinion the mare may be better suited to a 
more rain affected track. 



 

 

 


